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Q.  The Postal Service is initiating a new program for postal customers that do 
not wish to receive certain boxholder mailings.  How does this new program 
work? 
 
A.  The program, RURAL BOXHOLDER NON-DELIVERY REQUEST (RBNR) is 
only for saturated mailings with simplified addressing.  A customer who does not 
wish to receive a certain piece of boxholder mail, (i.e. ADVO) must contact the 
mailer in order to request non-delivery.  The mailer will then submit the request 
electronically via My Post Office.  The RBNR will be on the main menu of My 
Post Office and the manager will check daily to see if there are any requests. 
 
Q.  What responsibility does the rural carrier have with RBNR? 
 
A.  If there is a request, the Postmaster/Manager will print it out.  The printout 
has two (2) identical halves, one which is given to the appropriate carrier who 
records the necessary information on PS Form 3982-R and then discards the 
printout.  The manager files the other half of the printout in the route file.  Names 
are NOT recorded on the PS Form 3982-R, ONLY THE ADDRESS.  Each 
address will have a separate PS Form 3982-R.  This form will be kept in the case 
with the PS Form 3982s.  When the identified boxholder(s) is received, the 
carrier will case the PS Form 3982-R in the case separation for the address of 
the customer requesting non-delivery of that specific boxholder.  When the 
carrier reaches the delivery point on the route, he/she will NOT deliver the 
boxholder to this address and, upon return to the office, will return the form to 
their case.  If the carrier normally cases boxholders, he/she will not case a 
boxholder in the case separation for the address noted on the PS Form 3982-R. 
 
Q.  What does the PS Form 3982-R look like? 
 
A.  The PS Form 3982-R is the same stock paper as the PS Form 3982 and is a 
purplish/wine color.  
 
Q.  What if there is more than one (1) family receiving mail in a box (address) 
that has requested non-delivery? 
 
A.  If ANY customer who receives mail at a certain address has requested non-
delivery of a certain boxholder, the carrier will NOT deliver the boxholder to that 
address.  
 
Q.  What if the customer wants to reinstate delivery of the mail piece?  How does 
the reinstatement of delivery process work?   
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A.  The customer must contact the mailer in order to reinstate delivery.  The 
mailer would then submit the request electronically to the Postal Service and the 
information will be transferred to the delivery unit via My Post Office.  The 
Postmaster/Manager would then print out the request which will have two (2) 
identical halves.  The carrier is given one half of the printout and would then 
cross out the mailer name on the 3982-R if the customer has asked for non-
delivery from more than one mailer or discard the PS Form 3982-R for the 
address indicated if this is the only mailer with whom the customer had a non-
delivery request.  The Postmaster/Manager will file the other half of the printout in 
the route file. 
 
Q.  What if a customer moves to an address where the previous customer had 
requested non-delivery of a certain boxholder?  Does the carrier automatically 
start redelivery of the mail piece? 
 
A.  NO.  The customer must contact the mailer for reinstatement of delivery of 
the mail piece.  The carrier would not deliver the identified mailing until they 
receive a printout from their manager indicating there has been a reinstatement 
of delivery requested for that address. 
 
Q.  When is this program going to begin? 
 
A.  The anticipated start up of the program will be the week of January 28, 2008.  
There will be a number of service talks released prior to initial start up. 
 
Q.  Will there be a change in the PO-603, Rural Carrier Duties and 
Responsibilities?  How will carriers be compensated for this additional work? 
 
A.  Section 322 of the PO-603, Rural Carrier Duties and Responsibilities will be 
changed to reflect the new Rural Boxholder Non-Delivery Request (RBNR).    
 
Time will be credited during a mail count in the following manner: 
 
1) One (1) markup for transcribing the non-delivery request information on the PS 
Form 3982-R or annotating or discarding the form when receiving a 
reinstatement of delivery.  
2) One (1) piece in Column A Letters for casing the PS Form 3982-R. 
3) The one (1) piece recorded in Column A will be included in withdrawal time. 
4) One (1) piece credited in Column N Letters and Flats Collected for bringing the 
PS Form 3982-R back from the route.            
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